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Recent Happenings of the Construction Group
The construction lawyers at Robinson+Cole are committed to being leaders in the industry and
staying on top of industry developments. In that regard, here are a few recent highlights that we are
excited to share.

AWARDS AND POSITIONS
Construction Institute
Keane E. Aures has been recognized by the Construction
Institute as an "Emerging Young Professional Leader." He will
be honored at the Construction Institute Annual Meeting Awards
Dinner on June 16, 2016. Mr. Aures has been involved with the
Young Professionals' Council of the Construction Institute, made
valuable contributions to the Membership Committee, and was
invited to participate at the Visionaries Forum.
At Robinson+Cole, Keane concentrates his practice in the areas
of construction law, commercial litigation, and surety and fidelity
law.
Connecticut Surety Association
Peter E. Strniste Jr. was recently elevated to president of the
Connecticut Surety Association. He has been involved with this
group since 2004 and previously served as vice president and
treasurer.
At Robinson+Cole, Peter concentrates his practice on
construction litigation and transactional matters.

STAYING ON TOP OF THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
Construction Group Retreat
On May 26, 2016, Robinson+Cole's Construction Group gathered for a retreat in Mystic, Connecticut,
to discuss the latest construction industry developments in the areas of scheduling, insurance, and
auditing. Robinson+Cole Managing Partner Stephen E. Goldman, and a variety of guest presenters
joined us and provided insight and encouraged dialog in these critical areas.
The Construction Group gathered for the following photo during one of the session breaks.

The weather was perfect and what a great view!

CONSTRUCTION LAW ZONE BLOG – HAVE YOU SUBSCRIBED?
Team members have also been busy publishing updates on happenings in the construction industry
on our Construction Law Zone blog. In case you missed it, below are some of the more recent posts
that we’ve authored. If you haven’t yet subscribed, we encourage you to do so by email or RSS feed
to get the posts as they are published. As always, we welcome your feedback on topics that you’d like
to see covered.



Arbitrators Have Inherent Authority to Award Punitive Damages



Ready . . . Set . . . Stop – Travel Crawls Along During I-84 Interchange Construction



Subcontractor Not Entitled to Payment after Refusal to Perform Disputed Extra Work



Recipe for a Project Bankruptcy: The Owner in Bankruptcy through the Lens of the
Construction Manager



Nuisance Claim Against Architect Dismissed



Yet Another Trap for the Unwary: Forum Selection – Don’t Get Dragged Across the Country



Limitations of Liability – Scenario 3: Pay if Paid and Flow through Clauses



Changes Loom for Public Works Projects and Payment Bond Claims in Pending Connecticut

Legislation
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